Lakeland School
Special Edition

Keeping our students warm
Some of your children may have come
home with a new hat on Friday.
These beautiful pieces were handmade
by a wonderful supporter of Lakeland,
Jutta R.
Each year she makes around 120 hats
for our students. Prior to the
pandemic, Jutta and some others
would come and put together a
Christmas celebration for our students.
This is a memory and tradition that is
still talked about today.
Check out some of the students who
picked out a hat and wanted to show it
off for everyone to see! Thanks, Jutta,
for keeping our students warm!

“Just like the butterﬂy, I too, will
awaken in my own time”.
-Deborah Chaskin

Announcements
If your child needs to be absent from
school, please call the school office at
(262)-741-4118 before 9:15 a.m.
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This is what’s happening at
Lakeland…
Early Childhood

Primary

The Early Childhood Department
worked on counting and letter sounds
this week. Students participated
during morning circle and then
watched a video to reinforce their
counting lesson.

This week in Science, Primary
students are talking about how
animals are different.
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Then students are categorizing the
animals by similarities and
differences based on where they live.
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Elementary

Middle School

Students in the Elementary
Department are working on their 5
senses. Students took turns touching
rough objects with their hands.

Middle School students took some
time in the MAC room to burn off
energy during PE.

Some students loved the bumpy
objects and it made them giggle.
Other students did not like the bumpy
objects, but did like the soft and
smooth feels.

Usually these students might be
walking on the track outside, but
since the weather is too cold,
students walk on the treadmill, lift
weights, or ride bikes to get some
exercise during PE and other down
times.
Look at them go!
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High School 1

High School 2

HS1 Math students are beginning to
learn how to utilize graphs to solve
linear functions. One skill of this
topic is understanding how to create
Input/ Output Tables. This week,
students have been learning about
the components of these tables; the
Input Number, the Rule or Change,
and the Output Number. As seen in
the pictures, they are practicing this
skill on the website IXL. It is a
multi-step process. Everyone
concentrated and worked very hard.
Great job!

High School 2 students worked on
something SUPER cool this last week.
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Each student got to dissect Owl
Pellets. As they are dissecting, they
get to look for cool things that the
owl might have eaten, which can help
them make predictions and learn
more about where the owl might have
lived.
What a cool experience for our
students on a Friday afternoon!
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LSYou

Specials: Music

Students in the LSYou Department have
been working hard this week. Some of
their activities included restocking the
First Aid kits around the school and
washing and folding laundry.

Students having been working on
their piano skills in Music Class.
Students start class by warming up
with scales and other ﬁnger
exercises and then move into
playing one and two-hand songs.
Keep your eyes open for what is to
come when the students put on a
Spring Concert!
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Check this out!
Scholarship Opportunity

The James S. Santy $1,000 Scholarship is now available for students who have a
passion for volunteerism and community betterment. Please share with your high
school seniors. The deadline to apply is February 28, 2022.
https://uw-wc.org/james-s-santy-memorial-scholarship/

Special Olympics- No Winter Games

The Special Olympics Winter Games are scheduled for Feb 12-13 in Wausau, WI.
Typically, we have some Alpine Skiers and a few Snowshoe Racers who participate in
the Winter Games in Wausau, WI.
However, due to the increased numbers in covid cases, Lakeland School will not be
participating in the Special Olympics Winter Games this year.
Basketball practice is currently on hold, due to increased Covid numbers. Lakeland
School hopes to continue practices in the near future as numbers decline. Thank you
for understanding and helping to keep everyone safe!

Family Engagement

The Family Engagement Community of Practice & Learning is for educators, families,
caregivers, and others who want to see improvement in family engagement across the
state of Wisconsin. Learn from experts in the ﬁeld, participate in book studies, and
other professional learning opportunities designed for educators and parents/families.
There’s something for everyone at the Family Engagement Community of Practice &
Learning. This group meets the 2nd Wednesday of the month from 4:00-5:00pm.
Questions? Contact Cheri Sylla, WSPEI Statewide Family Engagement Coaching
Coordinator at csylla@cesa1.k12.wi.us
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